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We use the word ‘instrument’ to designate a Century lighting unit because we believe that each of them — like a musical instrument — must be built to perform its own part well... and because we have observed that light, in the hands of a skilled designer, is also a medium of expression.

(But the pinhole optical downlight shown is just such a lighting instrument.)
Furniture planning begins with your first blueprints and Frank Bros.' trained staff of interior designers can assist you with your selections. Come in, if you are within visiting range of the store; if you are far-away take advantage of Frank Bros. long distance decorating service. Wherever you are you can have the personal service of Frank Bros. staff and can choose your complete home furnishings from the largest stock of domestic and imported contemporary furniture and accessories to be found anywhere.
stopped the program for him and began over. During the intermission I showed him several of the orchestra scores Ives had sent me; some of them, for instance the Third Set for orchestra, are still unplayed. He carried a score away with him, and I think he might have tried it, but soon afterwards he was hospitalized and then dismissed from the orchestra for what seemed at the time good reason. For four years, while he was practically cut off from conducting, he became a regular member of our audience.

Schoenberg came to our first program of his music. I was sick with shingles, in my case a recurrent malady not inappropriate for the impresario of the Roof; my head was swathed in bandages, and one eye swollen shut. I had written a program note, knowing that the audience would be even less well acquainted than I was with the music of Schoenberg. In the composer’s presence it seemed unfair that anyone else should be asked to read it, so bandaged and bathrobed I delivered it myself. He made no adverse comment, and I presume he must have thought then what he wrote me later in acknowledging a tribute published in this column at the time of his seventieth birthday: “It is written with great warmth—and that is what I like especially.”

A year and a half later, October 1940, the concerts were still going on. That month we began a series of fourteen Beethoven programs, alternating semi-monthly with programs of older or contemporary music. One morning at the office—the Roof has always been a spare-time avocation—I received a telephone call from an acquaintance. He was a photographer on the staff of the magazine Arts and Architecture. Would I write a short piece to accompany a portrait photograph of the French author André Malraux? Yes, I would, if the editor would also accept a piece I wished to write about the music of Ives. So the column was added to the Roof.

Looking back at it now I don’t know what stubborn unwillingness to agree with common-sense advice has kept me going during the succeeding years of maintaining, in my spare time, a column and a Roof. Year after year, season after season, occasionally more than one season in a year, Evenings on the Roof, now transferred to a succession of public halls, went on growing, adding more programs, more musicians, and an increasing variety of concerts. Each triumphant season, each expansion brought with it the recurrent operational crisis. But again each summer the programs would be printed—and paid for as the first subscription money came in.

At the same time, month after month, I was learning to write about music in the column.

I had always wanted music, from the earliest days when I listened to recordings by Bishpham and Caruso—and “Too Much Mustard.” I could read music; I could pick it out on the piano, but I could learn nothing from piano teachers and would never have thought that by my fortieth year I would have covered, with my own fingers, a major part of the historical repertory of keyboard music or have read many times the entire keyboard works by Byrd, Gibbons, Couperin, Mozart, Haydn, and Bach. When for the first time I heard a symphony orchestra, in 1928, playing Brahms’ First Symphony, I had no idea what the fuss was all about. Then radio broadcasting of symphony orchestras began, that memorable afternoon, October 1929, when Toscanini and Stakowski in succession performed hour-long concerts. I think the effect of the change symbolized by that pair of concerts went as deep into our culture as the Depression, and the consequences may be more lasting. Two years later the best bridge-players of my home-town were turning on the radio to listen to the symphony while they played.

During those dour years the young people of my generation turned to music, good music which came in free over the radio—others became connoisseurs of hot jazz—and after the worst was over they began buying recordings. In those days every first recording of a major composition hitherto unavailable became an event. We discovered Wanda Landowska and the Bach Goldberg Variations, Artur Schnabel and the Beethoven piano sonatas, symphony and song, but above all the string quartet. We came to recognize that the string quartet is a part of the larger field of chamber music. Through Mozart we explored the breadth and wealth of this fresh realm.

During those years, wherever I might be, at home or among strangers, I found my way to somebody’s radio to hear important concerts broadcast. I cut class to hear the first American broad-
cast of Schoenberg's Gurrelieder never dreaming how many performances of Schoenberg's music I myself would later arrange. Through misery and poverty and success I clung to Toscanini's performances of Schoenberg's music I myself would later arrange.

Now in the middle of the fourteenth year and the fifteenth season of Evenings on the Roof I look back on a series of concerts unlike any other in the history of music. I say this without complacency; I have worked too hard at it to boast. At the same time I have seen Los Angeles become a world center in the performance of chamber music.

There are a good many ways of measuring musical success. The commonest measure is at the box-office. The Roof has always paid its way, some seasons earning money, other seasons falling behind a few hundred dollars. We have been able to tell our benefactors: you may help us but you may not interfere with the appointment of our concerts. The first gift of money came unsolicited from Charles Ives. Free publicity began in the B'Nai B'Rith Messenger, and the plan was taken up by other newspapers and magazines, notably the Los Angeles Times. In a bad year the Musicians Union helped out with a gift of money. Another year Joseph Szigeti played for us, as a benefit, the three Bach sonatas for solo violin. The Southern California Chamber Music Society was formed to make funds available, always in small amounts, to tide us over between one season and the next. Last season this an auditorium has been provided for us by the Los Angeles County Supervisors.

Another way of measuring success is by the size of the audience. Over the long Roof season, averaging more than 20 concerts a year, audiences vary between 200 and 600 bodies. Some deplores believe that these are merely the same bodies, but in fact the audience changes markedly from year to year and with the type of program. In spite of change it is usually a picked audience, chosen by the nature of the music, with a high percentage of men—balcony and gallery enthusiasm and no reserved seats.

I have always believed that an audience can be trained to enjoy musical adventure; the Roof audience proves the fact. "Roof standard" has become a byword for tough programming, skilled listening, and brilliant performance by resident musicians. Evenings on the Roof is not a musical importer. It exists to serve the sustaining body of its musicians.

Or you can measure success by expansion. This fifteenth season the concerts which began in a private home for an audience of nineteen persons will provide all or part of the program material for separate concert series in Santa Barbara, Long Beach, and Redlands, California, and at Arizona State University in Tempe, Arizona—in all nineteen concerts out of town.

I prefer to measure our success by the amount of music we have helped bring to public acceptance. When in June 1946, after the death of Bela Bartok, we offered two programs of his music as a memorial, resistance to this "modern music" was still widespread. Since that time two cycles of the Bartok quartets and numerous performances of his orchestral, piano, and chamber music in Los Angeles, have testified to a great change of public attitude. This season Evenings on the Roof is presenting four Retrospective Programs from the Chamber Music by Arnold Schoenberg, and our audience is realizing to its delight that the once impossible "music of the future" is now our common heritage.

These days there is perhaps more resistance to the concerts of our New Friends of Old Music, led by Wesley Kuhnle and Sol Babitz, whose experiments in revising the proper manners of altered rhythm, tune, and embellishment in the performance of the older music offer reasonable answers to questions musicologists generally have preferred to leave undecided. An article by Sol Babitz in the October 1952 issue of The Musical Quarterly brings to focus all that we have learned about the expressive alteration...
Prove It Yourself—PlyScord®
Roof Decks Actually Cost Less

Here's paper and pencil proof that you can cut costs with PlyScord grade plywood. Figure it both ways on the chart below. Then make a special note to put PlyScord on your next bill of materials—for better construction... for lower in-place costs.

Estimating Chart to Cover 1,000 Square Feet of Roof Area*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PlyScord</th>
<th>Rate</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,036 sq. ft.</td>
<td>1,200 ft. b.m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/16&quot; or 3/16&quot;</td>
<td>1-8 shiplap</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nails</td>
<td>Nails</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6d-12 lbs.</td>
<td>8d-20 lbs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenter</td>
<td>Carpenter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Hours</td>
<td>11 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helper</td>
<td>Helper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Hours</td>
<td>5 Hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL COST IN PLACE

*Data developed from Walker's "The Building Estimator's Reference Book"

Plywood Structural Strength Vital In Windy Location

Situated on a picturesque view-bluff overlooking Puget Sound—and subject to the same strong prevailing winds which blew down the first Tacoma Narrows Bridge—this modern home relies on the strength and rigidity of PlyScord grade plywood sheathing throughout. Even the interior cross walls have a membrane of plywood to give added lateral bracing. In all, four short shear walls are used to work with plywood sheathing and subflooring to compensate for loss of rigidity due to unusually large glass areas on the view side of the home.

Architect-owner, Charles T. Pearson, of the Tacoma, Washington, architectural firm of Lea, Pearson and Richards, says that the unusually windy location and lavish use of glass made the specification of plywood doubly important. "The strength and rigidity of the material definitely contributes to better construction," he says.

Plywood Forms Play Important Role In Parkmerced Project

Three prime factors—re-use, speed and appearance—dictated specification and use of plywood forms for both interior and exterior concrete surfaces on the new Parkmerced apartment project, San Francisco.

According to W. A. Bender, superintendent for Starrett Bros. & Eken, Inc., contractors on the job, plywood panels gave up to 15-18 re-uses, helped speed formwork application time and construction costs by about 20 percent and produced uniformly smooth, fine-free concrete surfaces. Bender reports plywood-formed ceiling slabs were smooth enough to be painted after a minimum of grinding and application of spackling.
material—permitting a savings by eliminating expensive plastering.

Large built-up form sections 11 feet high and ranging from 20 to 48 feet long, were used on the walls. Forms were built of ¾" Exterior plywood, nailed to 2x4 studs, 12" o.c., backed by 2x4 and 3x4 wales. After each pour, sections were stripped and raised to the next story. Forms were used 13 times on the eleven 13-story tower buildings, then in some cases re-used further on the two-story Colonial type apartment buildings which dot the 200-acre tract.

Parkmerced was planned and built by Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. General Contractor: Starrett Bros. & Eken, Inc. Dinwidde Construction Co. was the subcontractor on concrete work. Leonard Schultze & Associates were the architects, with the firm of Thompson and Wilson serving as architectural consultants.

Single Wall Construction Used For California Studio

A single thickness of Exterior-type Douglas fir plywood attached to the inside of 4x4 posts serves as the exterior walls of this striking Corona del Mar, California, ceramics studio and shop. Designed by California Architect Frank Gruys, the structure also uses Douglas fir plywood roof sheathing.

Exterior-type fir plywood was specified for single thickness walls because of the unique combination of properties which permits the panels to act simultaneously as both a structural and finish material.

Because good lighting is needed for work done in the studio, the building features large glazed areas. With so many windows, the insulating quality of double walls is not important. In addition, the mild climate provides good conditions for the use of plywood single wall construction.

Exterior walls of the Kay Finch studio are A-A grade Exterior plywood placed on the inside of 4x4 posts on four foot centers so that the plywood presents a smooth wall on the inside. Windows are top hung or are in fixed sash between posts.

The overhanging roof which reduces sun glare forms a definite architectural feature. Exterior plywood ¾"-thick is used for decking beneath built-up roofing.

Plywood Built-Ins Often Mean The Difference Between FOR SALE and SOLD

No doubt about it, plywood built-ins have buyer-appeal. Space-thrifty plywood storage wall, built-in dining bar or crisp kitchen cabinets can often mean the difference between a house that's snapped up the minute it's offered and one that's a drug on the market—an important fact to consider as selling becomes more and more competitive.

And it's so easy to add client and customer-winning distinction to your homes with plywood built-ins. For no other material is so adaptable to specific design and space requirements. With plywood, you can make the built-in fit the house—exactly. No bothersome juggling of "stock size" units. No limit to size, design, finish or color. Plywood works quickly, easily with ordinary tools. It is equally adaptable for construction of shop-fabricated units. Plywood won't split, chip or puncture. It's the logical material for every built-in.

Douglas Fir Plywood

AMERICA'S BUSIEST BUILDING MATERIAL

Portfolio of Prize-Winning Built-Ins. Valuable collection of designs that will serve as a springboard for your own imagination. Contains over 50 designs judged best in the national "Better Living Home" architectural contest. For your free copy write Douglas Fir Plywood Association, Tacoma 2, Washington.
How VAN-PACKER PACKAGED MASONRY CHIMNEY meets architectural standards everywhere

CENTRALLY LOCATED HEATING PLANT REGARDLESS OF DESIGN

A-11ows location of the furnace and hot water heater in their most efficient location... and the fireplace wherever it best suits architectural design. Van-Packer Packaged Masonry Chimney gives architects freedom in planning without additional cost. More efficient heating plant installations often pay the cost of compact Van-Packer. The time saved on the job, the conservation of space, and greater operating efficiency make the complete Van-Packer an important item for architects to consider in their planning. Van-Packer Packaged Masonry Chimney is nationally distributed through reliable heating and building material jobbers and dealers... available for immediate delivery anywhere. Write for free architects' sheets and name of local jobber or dealer.

Van-Packer CORPORATION
Dept. 3312 • 208 S. LaSalle St. • Chicago 4, Illinois

Also Manufactured and Distributed in Canada by C. A. McRobert and Son, Ltd., St. Laurent, Quebec

of rhythm in the music of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries.

Through the years the column naturally has supported the Roof, serving as a means of propaganda for contemporary music, for the proper use of the older music, and like the Roof programs, which retain a general working plan of two parts classic to one part modern, has not neglected the music which comes between. I have no settled method of writing about music. I prefer to choose a subject that will allow me to praise instead of blame. Praising for the right reason is the chief art of criticism. I try to be as simple as possible, to speak to the ear rather than to the eye, to convey instead of exhort, though exhortation comes easily to the enthusiast, to explain rather than persuade.

I believe that music exists for the great body of its listeners, as in earlier centuries it belonged to the smaller group of those who played and sang it. Music, being like a king or president equal before all, should never condescend. In making programs or in writing, I presume that anyone who is interested is my equal; if not today, potentially. He can hear and enjoy whatever I can.

I believe that music like all the other arts partakes of human experience, that it has meaning, that it communicates meaning, that its message is spiritual but in no way a substitute for a religion. A critic must know what art means for himself, if he wishes to communicate that meaning to others. Musical apprecia-
tion is an attempt to substitute generalized methods of enjoyment for the effort of discovering in each work of art its particular pur-
port. The good critic invites others to participate in music as he himself participates in it. He offers his own experience as a guide-
post, and invites others to go the same direction with him. But he himself must make the journey; he must go the whole way himself. We may reject a critic's opinion but admire him; we cannot admire him if we outgrow him.

If I have any musical gift, it is the ability to grasp the shape of an occasion, its purpose, plan, and direction, or a different way of making music and form a general understanding of it at a single hearing. This is a very different sort of grasp or understanding than a more professional analyst or score-reader might require of himself, but I have observed that many highly competent musicians do not have it and cannot take pleasure in genuinely original music until after a long period of habituation. For this reason I continued on page 36

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PRODUCT LITERATURE AND INFORMATION

Editor's Note: This is a classified review of currently available manufacturers' literature and product information. To obtain a copy of any piece of literature or information regarding any product, list the number which precedes it on the coupon which appears below, giving your name, address, and occupation. Return the coupon to Arts & Architecture and your requests will be filled as rapidly as possible. Items preceded by a dot (*) indicate products which have been merit specified in the Case Study House Program.

DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

• (426) Contemporary Clocks and Accessories: Attractive folder Chromapak contemporary clocks, crisp, simple, unusual models; modern fireplace accessories; lava line lamps, and bubble lamps. George Nelson, designer. One of the finest sources of information, work study and file space.—Howard Miller Clock Company, Zeeland, Mich.

• (152) Door Chimes: Color folder Nu-Tone door chimes: wide range styles including clock chimes; merit specified CS-House 1942.—Nu-Tone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

FABRICS

(171a) Contemporary Fabrics: Information one of the best lines of contemporary fabrics by pioneer designer Angelo Testa. Includes hand prints on cottons and sheers, woven designs and correlated woven solids. Custom printing offers special colors and individual fabric colors; accessories: features plain colors. Large and small scaled patterns plus a large variety of desirable textures furnish the answer to all your fabric needs; reasonably priced. Angelo Testa & Company, 49 East Ontario Street, Chicago 11, Illinois.

(89a) Carpet Strip, Tackless: Full color brochure detailing Stroobogeek tackless carpet strip: Works on cement stretcher principle; eliminates tack indentations, uneven instatance.—The Roberts Company, 1536 North Indiana Street, Los Angeles 63, Calif.

(989) Custom Rugs: Illustrated brochure custom-made-of-a-kind rugs and carpets; hand-made to special order to match wallpaper, draperies, upholstery; large and small scaled patterns; includes color; inexpensive, fast service; good
FURNITURE


(181a) Baker Modern Furniture: Information complete line new contemporary furniture designed by Finn Juhl, tables, cabinets, upholstered pieces, chairs; represents new concept in modern furniture; line detail and soft, flowing lines combined with practical approach to service and comfort; shelf and cabinet walls permit exceptional flexibility in arrangement and usage; various sections may be combined for specific needs; cabinet and color brochure gives detailed information.—Baker Furniture Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

(178a) Contemporary furniture of excellence: Designed for living and coffee tables, solid woods with black iron legs; also available with Laminar plastic tops. Contemporary dining chairs and sections, wide chairs and stools in rubber and iron—clean lines. Also a separate line for patio and indoor use in redwood and iron. Complete illustrated catalogue available.—Circle Furniture Mfrs., 256 S. Wilshire Avenue, Glendale, Calif.

(169a) Contemporary Furniture—New 28-page illustrated color brochure gives detailed information. Dux new modern line designed by Edward Wormley; describes upholstered pieces, furniture for living room, dining room, bedroom, case goods; woods include walnut, hickory, birch, cherry; good design, quality hardware; careful workmanship; price belongs in all files; send 25 cents to cover cost; Dux Furniture Corp., of Indiana, Berne, Indiana.

(180a) Dux: A complete line of imported upholstered furniture and related tables, warehoused in San Francisco and New York for immediate delivery; handcrafted quality furniture moderately priced; ideally suited for residential or commercial use; write for catalogue.—The Dux Company, 25 Taylor Street, San Francisco 2, California.

(314) Furniture, Retail: Information top retail source best lines contemporary lamps, accessories, fabrics; designs by Eames, Aalto, Rhode, Naguchi, Nelson; complete decorative service.—Frank Brothers, 2600 American Avenue, Long Beach, Calif.

(316) Furniture: Information top lines contemporary furniture designed by Eames, Naguchi, Nelson.—Herman Miller Furniture Company, Zeeland, Mich.

(15a) Swedish Modern: Information devoted to well designed line of Swedish modern furniture; one of best sources.—Swedish Modern, Inc., 675 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

(6a) Modern Office Furniture: Information one of West’s most complete lines office, reception room furniture; modern desks, chairs, tables, divans, matching accessories in woods, metals; wide range competitive prices on commercial, custom pieces; professional, trade discounts.—United Supply Company, Twelfth and Olive Streets, Los Angeles, Calif.

(323) Furniture, Custom and Standard: Information on best known lines contemporary metal (indoors-outdoors) and wood (upholstered) furniture; designed by Hendrik Van Keppel and Taylor Green—Van Keppel Green, Inc., 9501 Santa Monica Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Calif.

(174a) Information available on contemporary grouping, black metal in combination with wood, for indoor-outdoor use. Illustrated catalogue of entire line offers complete information.—Vista Furniture Company, 1541 West Lincoln, Anaheim, California.

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

(117a) Modulated Control for Forced Air Heating: New illustrated catalogue presents Thermodulor Control System; major improvement in forced air heating. Describes how any furnace operated by Thermodulor—with flame and overflow modulated instead of on-off full blast—provides smooth heat flow, continuously maintained at just the right temperature. Intermittent heating by blasts at maximum temperature and velocity causes many discomforts and annoyances, such as cold floors, chilly drafts, and noisy operation. In contrast, modulated control provides steady heat flow in whatever amount may be required at the time. Modulated heat flow is continuous as long as heat is needed, and is moderate, gentle, and evenly distributed from floor to ceiling. This is accomplished by the thermostat and gas valve controlling the burner for high or low flame, as required, and by a thermostatic variable-speed control modulating the blower operation, according to heat output. The equipment is simple, durable, and trouble-free in performance, and easily installed with any furnace, old or new. Mentioned in CSHouse 1952. The catalogue presents full information, as well as color illustrations, charts, and diagrams, and has a standard specification guide. Carvell Heat Equipment Co., 1217 Temple St., Los Angeles 26, Calif., Ma. 9-1491.

(142a) Residential Exhaust Fans: Complete information installation data—Lau Niteair Rancher exhaust fan for homes with low-pitched roofs; quiet, powerful, reasonably priced, easily installed; pulls air through all rooms, out through attic; available in four blade sizes; complete packaged unit horizontally mounted with belt-driven motor; automatic ceiling shutter with aluminum molding; automatic time switch optional; rubber cushion mounted; well-engineered, fabricated.—The Lau Blower Company, 2017 Home Avenue, Dayton 7, Ohio.

(994) Heating Facts: Remarkably well prepared 20-page question-and-answer brochure “How to Select Your Heating System” featuring Lennox heating equipment, now available; practical, readable information by world’s largest manufacturer. Write NuTone, Inc., 1734 S. Maple Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
EOG*

Executive Office Group— an integrated series of desks, storage units and seating pieces designed by George Nelson. Engineered to make possible completely efficient, livable business interiors.

Write Dept. I-12 for free brochure, or send $5 for new revised edition of the Herman Miller Collection depicting “America’s foremost collection of modern furniture.”

Herman Miller, Zeeland, Michigan. Showrooms in New York, Chicago, Grand Rapids, Los Angeles.
Modern technology has made it possible for books, scientific equipment and other educational material to move across frontiers on an unprecedented scale. Yet we are worse off now than 60 or 100 years ago, when book parcels could travel unhampered to almost any country. Since the end of the first World War, thousands of little threads of complex regulations, tariffs and import taxes have woven themselves into a formidable web criss-crossing the entire world with barriers to the spread of knowledge between nations. Today over 50 countries impose custom duties and other trade restrictions on books alone. Scientific equipment, needed in research laboratories, is taxed as high as 40 per cent of its value. And by some strange twist of logic certain countries tax imported film by the foot and sculpture by the pound; others exempt handwritten manuscript but tax typed or written ones; allow paper-backed crime novels to enter duty-free but tax scientific and technical works if they happen to be bound in leather.

An important step to break this formidable web—at least in part—was made on May 21, when a treaty sponsored by Unesco entered into force in the first ten countries to ratify it. This ends import duty on materials of a scientific and educational character ranging from books, periodicals and works of art to gramophone records, scientific apparatus and articles for the blind.

The Unesco treaty thus constitutes a kind of indirect subsidy to education, the arts and the sciences. It means that governments have agreed to forego revenues which they have derived in the past from the pockets of lovers of art, readers of books, or from the limited budgets of educational institutions importing essential equipment from abroad.

The treaty was opened for signature in November, 1950. Since then, in addition to the eleven countries which have ratified, 19 nations have signed the agreement. Most of them are seeking ratification by their parliaments.

A conference of European newspaper editors called on "liberal-minded people in all countries" to support the treaty. And the New York Times wrote: "In a world in which freedom of information has become constantly more restricted, the United Nations pact is a welcome and encouraging move which the United States ought to support."

Some 20 international non-governmental organizations have also endorsed it. The International Federation of Newspaper Editors and Publishers and the International Exchange Committee (a free trade body) have urged their national associations to support ratification. So also have the League of Red Cross Societies and the International Council of Women.

When the treaty came into force on May 21, Unesco's Director-General made the following statement: "On behalf of Unesco I congratulate the first adherents to this international instrument of cultural exchange, and sincerely trust that they will soon be joined by others. The readiness of Governments to ratify and implement the agreement will give the world fresh proof of their refusal to turn geographical frontiers into intellectual barriers. It will show that they are determined to promote that intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind which strengthens peace through the communion of minds."
By way of introduction, I would like to say that I have witnessed biologists become very flowery, in print, on certain cell transmutations and likewise a painter become unduly solemn about the mere existence of non-Euclidean geometries. It is clearer than ever that the proper language of science is mathematics and symbolic formula and that the language of painting is that of vision. Both of us must abuse the King's English if we wish to communicate verbally.

Traditionally, scientists speak conservatively from a sense that truth must not be betrayed and artists speak extravagantly from a sense that truth is a large affair anyhow and it is all right to snipe at it from any unsuspected corner. I fully expect to be found guilty of the latter. However, I want to bridge this essential incompatibility, since at bottom we talk about a lot of the same things.

The concern with abstract qualities and forces is a constant today in both modern painting and modern science. It comes, I believe, from a similar attitude toward reality. In art the break with tradition painting is like impressionism in France in the 1870's and 80's. Impressionism made an abstract thing, light, its subject and it was profoundly unimportant to the Impressionists whether 'light' fell on a cathedral or a dung heap. Cézanne took over impressionism's concern with light and added to it what critics have called a sense of the geological substructure in nature. The cubists adopted a simultaneity of vision and integrated the object so as to present different views on the same two dimensional surface. This was primarily a space-time concept. Einstein's Relativity theory dates 1905. Cubism began 1906. I doubt that Picasso read Einstein. The many 'isms' following Cubism studied the abstract emotional factors in color, space, and form, by themselves. The historical process has been a sort of atomizing of the elements of painting to discover their true, abstract potentialities of expression. Science was concerned during the same period with the analyzing of matter into smaller and smaller parts to arrive at a nucleus. As modern painting abandoned the three dimensional universe, the solid atom and its Newtonian laws so did painting. For the artist matter is not the single visioned thing of the Renaissance set in a three dimensional window box, any more than it is for the scientist. The painter has simply come to the same conclusion as science... Matter is energy... and he paints it as such.

When Edmond Sinnott, the biologist, states that, "It is not the character of the constituent parts of a living thing but the relations between them which are the most significant..." he has stated what has become a studio and class room platitude of the artist of the last 40 years. If the painter is asked, as he still is, to take back the literary, pseudo-poetical associations of conventions, his only logical step is to use science to take on the trappings of the alchemist.

The most fruitful parallel between our creative functioning is in our concept of structure. We share the idea of the evolving of structure as a method of creating and understanding form. By structure I do not mean, for the painter, the composition or architectural aspect of his canvas, or for the scientist, his simply observed and recorded pattern. I mean the informing idea or spirit behind the pattern which holds all the elements in place. The movement which the physicist plots in the atom and fastens down with an equation, the pattern the biologist receives in cell growth and tracks with a formula, the pattern the painter perceives in nature or in himself and fixes on the canvas is first found by searching for the animating structure which links separate phenomena. From a sense that truth must not be betrayed, a method of concept, or more properly, method of concept, is essentially modern thinking, and is, I believe, of the highest imaginative order. It demands insight and is contrary to the hallowed "scientific method" of deduction, or the artist's former chare of portraying accurately observed reality. It produces intuitive or at least imaginative structures of thought which are then submitted to empirical investigation and possible proof. Structure pattern thinking can be done by logical or deductive thinking but, as I see it, more often isn't. Perception demands beyond reason a sense of the unforeseen balance and the individual contrast which must bridge a gap which logic alone cannot jump.

The truly creative synthesis is a step into the new. If it is successful, logic falls dutifully into line. Therefore I see no way of discussing the act of creating without using the unscientific word... intuition. I have some authority for this from science although I realize that such authorities are often questioned within science, apparently, you have your classicists and romantics as we do. Eddington says... "Consciousness, looking out through a private door can learn by direct insight an underlying character of the world which physical measurements do not betray.

It is true that the use of irresponsible intuition open the door to charlatanism, in both art and science. This moral dilemma can be solved by admitting that creation can be defined as a trained intuition which carries, within it, its own control. After all, intuition is a success structure into the unknown. So use of irresponsible intuition open the door to charlatanism, in both art and science. This moral dilemma can be solved by admitting that creation can be defined as a trained intuition which carries, within it, its own control. After all, intuition is a success structure into the unknown. So use of irresponsible intuition open the door to charlatanism, in both art and science. This moral dilemma can be solved by admitting that creation can be defined as a trained intuition which carries, within it, its own control. After all, intuition is a success structure into the unknown. So use of irresponsible intuition open the door to charlatanism, in both art and science. This moral dilemma can be solved by admitting that creation can be defined as a trained intuition which carries, within it, its own control.

When a man sits musing on a beach and draws with a stick in the sand, he leaves a mark which is unlike that made by any animal, bird or (continued on page 36).
Psalm 113,
collage pictograph
by Madeline Haase.
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Weapons of Israelites
Heathen gods, hands unfeeling,
feet unstirring;
never a sound
their throats may utter
Not to us, Lord,
not to us the glory
(people praising God)

When Israel came
out of Egypt
The seas fled at the
sight they witnessed
Up leapt, like rams,
the startled mountains

Weapons of Israelites
Our God is a God
that dwells in Heaven
The earth he gives
to the children of men

CONTEMPORARY RELIGIOUS ART
From an exhibition of the M. H. De Young Memorial Museum

The exhibition of Religious Art by California Artists, shown at the DeYoung Museum, San Francisco, is in its modest way another demonstration of the desire for a renaissance in the liturgical arts and a plea for the further employment of creative artists who can devise fresh expressions of living faith.

The vital springs of religious art which soared like fountains under the eager, inspiring, appreciative patronage of church authorities have long since dwindled to a trickle of dull and stultified convention in our modern times. So it is refreshing to see gathered together so many indications of new currents entering the old stream.

This exhibition, of course, cannot display its material in the perfection of a totally integrated chapel such as Matisse created, but the works, viewed with a little imagination as to their proper setting, seem to be of unusually high caliber, particularly the so-called “minor arts” of mosaic, terrazzo, tapestry and em-
There is no standardization of style among the works shown. A tapestry embroidered in coarse wool on burlap has the folk-art sincerity of medieval art as does a simple enamel crucifix. While some of the handwoven vestments and dossal and heavily ornamented metal pieces have a Renaissance richness. There is an exquisite rosary of silver and blue-grey cultured pearls. The mosaics are deliberately rough in texture and blessedly simple in design, in wonderful contrast to the monstrosities of pictorial realism perpetrated only too often in the 19th and 20th centuries.

On the whole, these less pretentious arts are more satisfactory in their blend of usefulness, beauty, and symbolism than are the paintings and sculpture.

To see what has been done and what should be done again in terms of our own time one has only to look at the tiny wood panel hanging just outside the entrance to the exhibition. Done in the early 16th century by Juan de Flandes, it is a Christ Carrying the Cross, which is full of emotion without a trace of sentimentality; devout reverence, and love and understanding for the world and the artist's fellow men.—L.B.
ST. TERESE, A MOSAIC BY LOUISE JENKINS

QUEEN OF HEAVEN, EMBROIDERED TAPESTRY GOSSELA
BY MARC ADAMS

WOMAN OF THE CRUCIFIXION BY RICO LEBRUN

STATION XII (TERRAZO) BY MARGARET BRUTON

PILSA BY K. M. SOLOMKY
This small modern house, having gone through the stages of planning and development is now under construction, with the preliminary results shown here. It takes its place as part of the continuing program of Case Study Houses sponsored by the magazine over a period of years, and now that it is out of the ground we anticipate an early completion and showing of the project.

The house, in general concept, develops a generous living plan on approximately 1600 square feet, and while it will be built with reasonable budget considerations it will adhere to the best practices by way of quality material and craftsmanship. The site is a leveled hillside with a southerly view of city and sea and a westerly view of mountains and valleys. The basic house is a 4-foot modular rectangle with interior walls extended through the perimeter wall of Steelbilt sliding glass units to achieve the illusion of unrestricted space and to emphasize the house and garden interpenetration. In this first phase of the showing we deal with the steel frame.

In the preliminary plan and sketch phase of the new Case Study House it was stated that the 8'-modular structural system would be of steel 2 1/2" square pipe columns of 4" H" columns; beams were to be of wood. An analysis of the structural requisites, with consideration of economy and ease of construction, resulted in the selection of the 2 1/2" square column and the substitution of Kaiser's lightweight 6" "I" steel beams for the proposed wood members.

The solution to the problem of column selection was made simple for these reasons:

1. Weight and cost savings: Each square column weighs 5.6#/ per lineal foot—4.4#/ less per lineal foot than the lightest structural "H" section manufactured, 7.4#/ less than the lightest structural "H" section available at this time. A weight saving of approximately
To assure proper correlation of house and garden and proper specification of landscape elements, the designer has already had several site-meetings with the landscape architect, Eric Armstrong. Thus, the important provisions for yard and pool lighting, terrace areas, retaining walls, and finish grading have all been carefully considered and provided for in this early stage.

The landscape plan and the plan revisions mentioned above will be shown and discussed in detail in an early issue.

3000± was thus effected, representing a cost saving of approximately $600.00, material and labor considered.

2) Ease of detail: The small box section of the square column allowed a simplification of detail; fixed glazing is accomplished through the use of one small steel plate (see detail ±1)—the "H" column would have required 2 pairs of steel angles. And because the square tube is often used as a corner column in standard construction, the "Steelbilt" steel-framed glass door jambs are designed to butt and neatly fit the column.

3) Weatherproofing: In exposing the vertical steel in exterior walls, the square column allows simplified flashing: standard 26 gage G.I. sheet metal (see detail ±2). For proper flashing, the "H" column would have required small plates or angles continuously welded to the outer wall of each flange.

4) Esthetic value: The square column offers a finer structural line—more compatible and more complementary with other detailing throughout the structure.

The square column was also substituted for the proposed steel Tees of the "screen" enclosures of the bedroom courtyard and child play area. The structural square tubing is manufactured by the Van Huffel Tube Corporation and locally distributed by the Drake Steel Supply Company. The additional cost of substituting steel for wood beams was offset considerably by eliminating all the heavy, bulky structural timbers and by replacing the 2"x12" ceiling joists with 2"x8"s. This, together with the savings effected by the column choice paid easily for the beam change.

Part of the beam is exposed through the use of metal plaster trim (see detail ±3). 2 1/2" of the bottom flange of each beam will be visible to align with the exposed square columns. Beams and columns will be accented with color.
Main entrance detail: door of wood, painted eggplant color; lower windows of ribbed glass, upper windows of clear glass, set in aluminum frame; the three narrow panels between lower and upper floor are plywood painted a brilliant coral red; canopy in sheet aluminum on aluminum pipe supports provides a covered way to the garage; entrance to the vestibule of Arizona flagstone; draw curtains of natural matchstick bamboo; continuous planting along entire brick wall.

HOUSE IN THE HILLS

BY J. R. DAVIDSON, DESIGNER

This house was designed to compete with the ease and comfort of an up-to-date residential hotel which, over a long period of years, was home for the owner. It was therefore necessary that the house be compact and clear. Well-distributed planting areas before the terrace windows and along the brick wall take the place of a garden and its necessarily extensive maintenance. Practically all of the many trees on the site were saved and used for the purpose of framing the house.

Living rooms and maid quarters are on the ground floor with the bedrooms upstairs. The living and dining room lead to a circular, wind-protected terrace with a view of the distant ocean and, by night, the broad expanse of city lights. The second floor has two master bedrooms, each complete with dressing room and bath. Both units enjoy the benefit of the 8-foot wide balcony in perfect privacy. The owners wished that the balcony off the bedroom be screened for protected sunning.

The structural frame is based on the 6'4"" module with steel posts, using wood beams for greater economy. The heating is a hot water radiant panel system, gas fired.

The careful site planning and orientation of the house and terrace has resulted in a beautifully integrated design of the whole.
Above: South exposure seen from below, showing in the foreground the retaining wall of living and dining room terrace; the second floor bedroom balcony is partly screened; all Arvadia steel sliding windows are painted lemon yellow.

Below: Living room detail; east wall paneled in natural elm, waxed; low elm wood cabinet; T&G pine ceiling with recessed lights; cork floor, cocoa brown rug.

Below: Entrance hall showing second floor stairway; T&G pine ceiling with recessed lights; wood weave screen in natural color between hall and vestibule; plywood vestibule ceiling is painted coral, the wall is light grey; upper hall window of clear glass set in aluminum frame; natural matchstick bamboo draw curtains; carpet light cocoa brown.
This is one of several tract houses designed to give the best in orientation and privacy to families who are unable to afford the custom-designed plan.

Garage and service yard are on the entrance side, while living, dining, and two of the three bedrooms face the garden or private side. One small bedroom only and the bath face the side property line.

The interior arrangement was developed to produce the maximum usable space in the minimum area. Convenient circulation has been given utmost consideration. Space usually devoted to an entrance hall has been thrown into the living room, and much of the space devoted to the bedroom hall becomes part of the dining area, yet one can pass from the front door to the bedrooms without going through the furniture grouping in the living room or dining area.

Access from the garage is directly into the kitchen, making it possible to go from the garage to kitchen or bedroom without going through the living room.

The laundry facilities are located in the garage so that the noise of the washing machine can be removed from the kitchen while being near enough to the housewife so that she may work in the kitchen while operating the washing machine.

The kitchen window overlooks the service yard which can double as a play space for children under the direct supervision of the mother. Similarly, by the provision of a snack bar between the kitchen and the dining area, the mother can see directly into the private living garden at the back of the property, although the kitchen is located on the front.

There is a two-car garage, even though it is thought that people buying in this price class would have one car only. This is in order to provide more storage space, often lacking in small contemporary houses, and also a covered play space for children when the weather is inclement.
From the most recent development by Eichler Homes, Inc.

ANSHEN AND ALLEN, ARCHITECTS
In meeting an increasing demand for better and more livable housing, Eichler Homes has developed a wide reputation for the use of good design, and well-integrated site planning in tract development. Outstanding architects have been selected to provide the maximum in living flexibility within a budget that varies from $12,500 to $16,000. Each of the building projects was developed on property chosen to provide interesting environment for the houses.

Particularly featured are living-dining-kitchen areas which are planned to flow together with comfortable flexibility. All-purpose rooms for family living have become increasingly popular, and most of the houses are so designed that these areas can be thrown into the open space through the use of movable partitions, portable storage units and part walls. Bedrooms are of practical sizes with ample storage closets; baths are efficient and pleasant. Using no plaster, these houses achieve a genuine warmth through the use of natural plywoods, chiefly mahogany, redwood siding, brick and concrete block. Avoiding the picture window cliche, the glass areas open onto private rear or side yards with large sliding metal-framed glass doors. All the houses are radiant heated and all include masonry fireplaces, ranges, built-in bar-type separations and tables, natural finish kitchen casework and generous exterior fencing, landscaping and paved terrace areas.
The first project illustrates Pacifica House which was developed as the theme center of a recent Western Living show. In this exhibition, the unit was devised as a display to show a modern living room, porch and carport.

The second, a "Gazebo"—Victorian for garden shelter—is a structure of cordwood and canvas exhibited at the San Francisco Art Festival to be used during the summer as a separate room. One wall is of cordwood, for texture, in which the painting is imbedded. The water tower is developed as a decorative feature and sculpture forms part of the fireplace pit. The colors are deep black-green and gold-yellow burlap and stained match-stick bamboo blinds. The gazebo is a collaborative product in which the work of the artists and the architects has been brought together in a creative expression of shelter. In this particular project, each member contributed to the entire concept regardless of his particular field. When the group as a whole agreed on all the various aspects of the problem, only then was a final solution determined, and each one fulfilled his own work. The method was found to be mutually instructive and stimulating. The structure itself is by Campbell and Wong, landscaping by Eckbo, Royston & Williams, painting by Robert Ellis, firepit by Raymond Rice, sculpture by Imogene Bailey, tower painting by Milford Greer, and interior by Adrienne Bonn.

The third project, a "children's house," while used for exhibition purposes, was actually commissioned by a nursery school and is now in full use.
I've often wondered when they made the first chair—and why it was made at all. For actually, in many primitive societies today—for that matter, not just in primitive societies but in highly civilized and sophisticated cultures in the Orient—it is still customary to sit on the floor, legs crossed. Why the chair?

There is a story told about Frank Lloyd Wright's attitude towards the chair which might be appropriately introduced here. A young architect said in Mr. Wright's presence, "I've come to the reluctant conclusion that it's more difficult to design a good modern chair than a good modern house." Wright paused a moment and then said, "Maybe so—but why bother? Have you ever thought of the fact that the average person looks reasonably presentable standing up, much more attractive reclining, but quite absurd in the posture that a chair imposes?"

In the new Webster International Dictionary, a chair is defined as follows:

"A seat, usually movable, for one person. It usually has four legs and a back and may have arms."

Of course much has happened since this was written. We've done things to the number of legs and often now there's just one arm. And there's the S-shaped metal chair with really no legs at all, just a sled base. And think a moment of the Barwa chair. . . . No, Webster is out of date. But I find the definition in the Oxford English dictionary far more intriguing:

"Seat for one person (always implying more or less of comfort and ease); now the common name for the movable four-legged seat with a rest for the back, which constitutes in many forms of rudeness or elegance, an ordinary article of household furniture; and is also used in gardens, or wherever it is usual to sit."

Now, the Encyclopedia Britannica, in its 1910 edition, carries a most illuminating commentary on the chair. Said the writer, (unfortunately anonymous), that little change has taken place in chair design from the late 18th Century to the early 20th Century, a period of perhaps 120 years. He goes on to add that "since then the chair, in all countries, has ceased to attract the artist." Forecasting, as a profession, was evidently flourishing without inhibitions even in 1910.

Once you get into the question of the chair, you inevitably find yourself moving over to the question of "nearly" sitting elements. For example, the chaise lounge, a link between a chair and a bed. Or the settle, the settee, the sofa, the couch. What is the difference between these?

Let's take the chaise lounge. (If you say chaise alone, you mean a carriage, of course.) This is a Roman or Greek item of furniture described in Webster's dictionary as "an elongated seat or couch, having usually a support for the back at one end only and often eight legs."—We've cut the number of legs a bit, but the chaise lounge, in one version or another, remains with us as a contemporary item of furniture that in general brings to mind horizontal seating. Now the origin of horizontal seating seems to belong to Asia, though its beginnings are really lost in antiquity. It was borrowed from the Asiatic or the Mesopotamian cultures by the Greeks and later by the Romans. After the fall of Nero it appears to have lapsed in usage. Which reminds me of a book on the manners and customs of the Romans. In it, its author, Lefevre de Morson, says in essence:

"The Roman custom of using the bed at the table is not solely attributable to Asiatic influence. It is also the result of the Roman custom of bathing just before dinner and then lying down to rest. The Romans lacked the energy to get up again for dinner and so baths and dining hall were placed in direct proximity. Dinner guests bathed in the host's pool." (Incidentally, Hollywood seems to be reviving this custom . . . with horizontal contour chairs at the pool's edge.) Morson considers this custom one of the contributing factors to the fall of Rome. And after Nero's fall, it faded into disuse for centuries. Should Hollywood take note? Incidentally, the Romans did not approve of more than 12 beds at one table!

One cannot mention Hollywood without somehow thinking of psychiatry and psychiatrists . . . perhaps because one needs the other so badly. At any rate, psychiatrists have consistently used a couch for their patients. More recently, however, the chair has come into favor with them whenever faster therapy is employed because the patient is too sick, too old, too busy . . . or too poor. The reason: the chair makes the patient face reality!

Now the anatomy of many chairs is such that they compel us to face reality. They are hard, uncomfortable, unyielding, and disrespectful to our anatomies. But if we continue to acquire chairs of this nature today, it is because we want to indulge in a form of self-torture. There are more good chairs on sale today than ever before! More creative effort has been expended in the past 25 years towards engineering truly comfortable chairs than
This structure is to be literally launched by the use of three tapered steel I beams counterbalanced by 22'0" deep rock-cut caissons bolted to the tail ends of these beams. Concrete pads for support at one-third point is the springline of the beams into space. No visible vertical supports will occur under the completed 1000-square-foot structure.

Building authorities have recommended this new method of handling hill sites in this manner since it eliminates land erosion. Also, they feel that this principle will release many hillside sites, now served by utilities, which hitherto have been deemed useless because of the taper of the slope.

Fire resistant materials on roof and underside are a must in the hills and have been drawn from industrial products usually ignored for residences. The exposed building permits all basic utilities to be installed long after construction has progressed.

(Continued on page 41)
The problem: To utilize a difficult site and to create three salable or rentable structures within a building budget of $5,000 each.

The site: Already excavated. Two shelves, twenty-four feet at the widest had been cut out of a steep bank. The lower shelf is twenty-two feet above the street, the upper shelf is ten feet above the lower. Driveway and parking problems further complicated the solution.

The solution: A steep driveway to the carports on the lower shelf with easements across the lot fronts for access. The width of the upper shelf dictated the scale and the budget dictated the structure.

The structure: A rectangle of posts and beams on a slab with a utility core for economy; a flat two-inch roof for simplicity; large glass areas for view and space; louvre sash for controlled ventilation and spatial economy; an open yet compact plan for maximum use.

The materials:
- Floor: Asphalt tile on concrete slab.
- Structure: Douglas Fir.
- Roof: Dolomite over compo roofing.
- Walls: Plywood.
- Plumbing: Murphy kitchen unit and Fiat shower.
- Heat: Panelray space heater.
- Sash: Louvre sash.
- Hardware: Schlage.
- Masonry: Common brick with transite flue.
- Doors: Birch slabs.
An exhibition for children is not a lesser thing than one planned for adults. The reason for the object of art is manifest, but in an exhibition designed to provide an orderly introduction of children to tools, materials and their application, the objects included need not have aesthetic significance. But the exhibition itself must have a clear visual logic, one object leading to the next and to a final sum inexorably. The exhibition thus must be valid without labels. This is material that will be used exhaustively, for each Saturday several hundred children explore it, guided by carefully organized games. Under these circumstances no amount of brilliant installation will disguise the absence of clear intention and thoughtful use of exhibited material.

Children do not want to look so much as to experience the material shown them, touching, moving it themselves wherever possible. The purpose of an exhibition designed for them is to enlarge their world, not yet to teach them to "admire" the curious or beautiful. They must be regarded as participants, not spectators of the exhibition.

In "The Little Craftsman," an exhibition which John Follis and Rex Goode designed and installed for the Junior Museum, the designers show the mind, the hands and the basic tools of everyday crafts used in conjunction by a fourteen-year-old boy to produce, for example, a glistening soap box derby racer. A miniature sewing machine and embroidery hoops lead to the doll's dress, the pocket knife to the whittled toy, the rake and hoe to the growing plant. Not only have the designers succeeded in engrossing their demanding junior visitors, but through their clean adroit use of the materials they have revealed to adult visitors the elegance of hammer, saw or lettuce basket. With 18th century engravings they allude to the prototypes of these modern steel tools, and through rows of drafting instruments they indicate the range of tools available. But the crux of the exhibition is the introduction of the child to the tool and to its use.—

JOHN LEEPER
This exhibition from a program, the Junior Museum, is sponsored by the Junior League of Pasadena with the participation of the Pasadena Art Institute. Under this plan an impressive number of children in the community are given the opportunity of immediate, unfettered self-expression through art. As a part of this program two galleries in the Institute function as a museum for children in which are shown changing exhibitions designed specifically for a receptive, curious and frighteningly bright audience.

Above: Bridge of toothpicks done by a 7-year-old participant in the exhibition.
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MUSIC continued from page 15

have a wide musical expectancy and a nearly catholic enjoyment. So that I regard with narrowed eyes my present inability to discern any significant new figure rising on the musical horizon and wonder whether this failure may not indicate instead a stiffening of my capacity for fresh musical experience.

I still feel an unbounded admiration and a genuine sympathy for any human being who sets out deliberately, despite all wise warnings, on a career of composing music. Though it may seem a provincial capital when viewed from New York or London, Paris or Vienna, Los Angeles is a city of composers and musicians. Schoenberg, Stravinsky, Toch, Krenek, among the world's musical leaders, have made their homes here. Copland, Toch, Krenek, Cowell, and John Cage have played their music for the Roof. Southern California composers have been widely represented in our programs, and every season an entire evening is devoted to their music. How could even a rather shy and modest amateur impre­sarion fail to boast when he has received the compliments of Igor Stravinsky at a concert devoted to the works of Schoenberg.*

To close this brief account of myself and my experience in music, an account which in my opinion every artist should offer periodically to his readers, if only to justify the continued printing of his opinions, I send you all, far-flung as I know you are, from Europe to New Zealand, my Christmas greetings.

Nothing will please me more than to hear from you in return.

*Nor has Stravinsky been neglected on the Roof. We have had his chamber music, a hit performance of The Wedding, and are planning for Reynard.

ART AND CREATIVE THINKING continued from page 18

act of nature. Put it, that painting today is trying to make man's authentic marks on canvas.

The consequence of this new sensibility produces several thorns which prick the layman and undoubtedly may seem questionable to the scientific mind. Taking some of these consecutively, painting is now on a flitty creative basis. It serves no other social, decorative or descriptive purpose. It is for contemplation only. It is not utilitarian. It does not sell soap or soft drinks, and this demands a creative appreciation and participation from the spectator. It is not for the mentally lazy. The painters' structure, as well, of course, as the poets' and musicians', cannot be simply regarded; it must be experienced. Art is no more passively per­ceived than is a mathematical formula. And this is the perennial root of "lack of understanding." Incidentally, this 'free' painting represents all that is not allowed in Russia and was forbidden in Nazi Germany.

Another thorn is what seems to be an anti-intellectual attitude. G. W. Duhm, the French art critic rails against those "who have never felt the shock of intelligence against beauty or even intellig­ence against intelligence." The present swing toward intuition is possibly a temporary curative measure, but the painter today does use the intellect against the intellect. He thinks that the intellect is, as it always has been, the most valuable tool that man has, but, that it is a tool only, first to orient the mind toward creation and after to labor on the implementation of the creative perception. The core of the creative perception is immune to logical analysis and cannot be consciously induced or plotted. Therefore the painter is inclined toward a conscious waylaying of the too conscious mind and permitting the instincts, imagination and intuition to function together with the intellect in forming a total concept. This naturally places the painter against mechanistic theories or attitudes in life and art and a-priori determinisms of any sort. A very old and nonmechanistic concept; love of the physical world is one of the best aides to the painters' creative perception.

Another thorn is a certain casualness toward meaning. Painters give vague titles sometimes or even numbers, and if one person sees one thing, and another something else, the artist seems undis­turbed and quite happy. This is because, as I have said before, painters are interested in morphology. They think that structures of form are capable of many transmutations, many meanings on many levels, and what is important is the motor or life element which animates the structure and, if this is present, the meanings
can take care of themselves. I am reminded of Bach, who after long neglect was resurrected by Mendelssohn to spearhead the Romantic movement in music and now, by us, is considered the epitome of classicism. Painting is a non-verbal. Titles should be taken as road indications with grains of salt.

Creative thinking, in my personal experience, divides into three phases of which the middle only contains the essence of perceiving structure. The first phase I would call the intellectual-sensibility phase. To the scientist it is the collection of data, the period of observation, of speculative thought, of curiosity, of probing into weak spots, and apparent dead ends. Ideally all possible knowledge on the particular subject should be covered and exhausted. With the artist the process is very much the same. The storehouse of visual memory is racked over, the work of other artists is regarded, accepted or rejected; the errors of the artists' past work considered and meditated on. New visual experiences are catalogued and correlations attempted in painting terms. Certainly some philosophical considerations, ultimate goods, purposes and so forth cross his mind. Psychologically ones too. In this phase the modern artist has widely used automatism which is a deliberate playing with the brush with no idea in mind, akin to the telephone doodle. The psychological justification of this is that while play and fantasy hold the intellect in abeyance the uncensored image or the artists' true concern can emerge. I realize that this will surely seem irresponsible to the scientist but this serious playing stems from a conviction that the sources of inspiration can not be topped by the intellect alone and it serves the purpose of tricking into new paths the stubborn and always conservative intellect which insists on the adoption of previously successful structures. I would like to quote from a book on Cezanne which says "Cezanne legitimately encouraged artists to hark back to that state of childlike grace which all harken for more or less in their heart of hearts and upon which, through intellectual effort, he led himself to a systemization of truth where for the first time painting is not a translation but has a language of its own like mathematics, not the Esperanto of traditional art but with a vocabulary as yet unknown to grammarians."

In sum this period is that of the accumulation of source material, where the wit, perseverance, industry and opening of the perceptive channels or sensibilities in the individual are called into play. In the realm of moral character it demands honesty and openness. It may be plodding and passive or playful and speculative or intense and anguish. Its essential character is complexity and diffuseness.

The pinpointing comes with the creative act, and I believe that the occasional intensity and drama of the first and last phases of creative thinking have clouded the true nature of the moment of perception. The effect of an insight may be that of the proverbial clap of thunder but the immediate cause of insight is to me, calm and quiet. The moment of clarity of perceiving a new structure is an integration into the "now" if I may be permitted for the moment on a loose word. In that pristine "now" the accumulation of the past work seems to lie quiet and useful in the left hand and the future in the right and the insight plays into the creative problem and perceives the new structure which links and transcends the individual parts. This seems a sort of Gestalt perception in reverse where the overall image is first imaginatively conceived and then implemented.

I think that any worker who has enjoyed creative activity has retained that sense of a very full present when a mass of work took on form and meaning. The consequent enthusiasm can leave the individual into a rather shallow mysticism or overvaluations of his own discovery. After all, sometimes an apparent insight results in reinventing the telephone, however, in justice, I believe that type of mysticism, in the true sense, does inhabit creative activity while not presupposing any particular shape or creed. The essence of creative work is a leap into the unknown, an abandonment of sophistication and the blind acceptance of pre-established authority or precedent. It demands and is an act of
The new Case Study House for the magazine, ARTS & ARCHITECTURE, by Craig Ellwood, is now under construction and should, barring ill winds, be ready for showing in approximately three months. The magazine will record the building procedures up until the time of opening, and it is hoped that with the next issue we will be able to show substantial progress by way of construction illustrations and explanation.

The following is a list of those materials which have been specified by the designer for the magazine's new Case Study House, representing a careful selection of products on the basis of quality, design, and general usefulness. They have been selected from among many good products as the best suited to a specific purpose, or at least best suited to the use to which this individual designer intends to put them. They are, therefore, (within the meaning of this program) Merit Specified. Other specifications will be added as the project develops.

GLOBE LIGHTING FIXTURES.—All fluorescent lighting fixtures in the new Case Study House have been specified by Craig Ellwood to be supplied by Globe Lighting Products, Inc. With large plants in both Los Angeles and New York Globe produces a complete range of virtually every type of luminaire. A highly trained staff of Globe engineers is made available to architects and lighting engineers to assist in their efforts to achieve the highest degree of planned lighting. A recently completed research laboratory in Globe's Western headquarters is devoted to testing luminaires and developing data necessary to correct application of luminaries for specific lighting problems. The United Nations Secretariat Building is among the many notable structures with complete lighting installations by Globe, Globe Lighting Products, Inc., 2121 South Main Street, Los Angeles 7, California.

BRITÉ FINISH SQUARE TUBE—DRAKE STEEL SUPPLY CO.—The growing trend toward use of square tubing as a structural member has brought out the advantages of this low cost, electric-weld mechanical tubing. Made from MT 1010 specially processed strip steel, Brité Finish, because it is square, butts well. As in the Case Study House, it makes strong and decorative exposed steel columns, and is economical when used as a structural glazing member. Brité Finish is light and easy to work with; fabricating qualities are good; point will adhere well to surface. Available in wall thickness 1 4 gauge and heavier, in both squares and rectangles, 1" to 4" O. D., Brité Finish square tubing is manufactured by Drake Steel Supply Company, 2625 East Century Boulevard, Los Angeles 2, California.

MARCO RECESSED LIGHTING FIXTURES.—Three types of fixtures from Marco's complete line of recessed lighting have been specified for the Case Study House. In the TV-den, a Marco G-16 Adjustable Beam Pin Point Spot will illuminate a card table in the center of the room. An external control provides easy adjust­ment of beam from 10° to 36° from the vertical, by varying the distance between bulb-reflector and lens. One Marco J1 fixture with concentric louvers will provide a hidden source of concentrated light in front of the full length mirror in the bedroom. Two other J1's will illuminate the carport. Twelve Marco J330 models with 320 bulbs are used under the overhang around the perimeter of the house for creating focal points in planting areas. All three types feature the adjustable bar hanger and Marco J Box for simplified installation.—Marvin Manufacturing Company, 3071 East Twelfth Street, Los Angeles.

PREVIOUSLY NOTED:

Allen Fire Hose Stations
Allamhus Manufacturing Company, Chicago 6, Illinois
West Coast Office at 2330 West Third Street, Los Angeles 5

American Maid Shower Door
Manufactured by the American Shower Door Company, Inc., 1028 North La Brea Avenue, Los Angeles 38

Aquello Waterproofing material
Manufactured by Prima Products, Inc., 10 East Forty-first Street, New York 16

Bendix Automatic Washer, Automatic Dryer
Manufactured by Bendix, Hams Appliance, Inc., South Bend 24, Indiana

Built-in Television Outlet
The T. V. Outlet Company, 6510 Teesdale Avenue, North Hollywood, California

Ceramic Mosaic Tile
Manufactured by The Mosaic Tile Company, Zanesville, Ohio; distributed in Southern California by The Mosaic Tile Company, 829 N. Highland, Hollywood 38

"Edco" Delayed Action Light Switch

Fasco Wall Ventilator
Manufactured by Fasco Industries, Inc., Rochester 2, New York and distributed through H. E. Gaygill, 409 Second Street, Los Angeles 5

Fiberglass Insulation
A product of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo 1

Gas-Fired Automatic Inciner
Manufactured by Bowser, Inc., Inceineration Division, Cvere, Illinois.

Genesee Doors
Manufactured by the General Veneer Manufacturing Company 8652 Otis Street, South Gate, California

General Water Heater
Manufactured by General Water Heater Corp., 1 East Magnolia Blvd., Burbank

Glide-All Sliding Doors
Manufactured by Woodall Industries, Inc., 4326 Van Nuys Boulevard, Sherman Oaks, California

Globe Vanitory
Manufactured by the Globe-Wernicke Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

Heat Registers and Ventilating Grilles
Manufactured by The Hart and Cooley Manufacturing Company, Holland, Michigan

Indianapolis Lighting Fixtures
Manufactured by the Shirley Corporation, Indianapolis 2, Indiana

Milwaukee Fluorescent Bathroom Cabinet
Manufactured by the American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut

Modernfold Accordion Doors
Manufactured by New Castle Products, Indiana, and distributed by Modern Building Specialties Company, 579 East Green Street, Pasadena, California

Modular Hollow Clay Block
Manufactured by the Davidson Brick Company 4701 Floral Drive, Los Angeles 22, California

Moen Mixing Faucets
Manufactured by Moen Valve Company, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio, and distributed through Nu-Tone, Inc., 1734 South Maple Street, Los Angeles 15

Payne Automatic Ventilator
Manufactured by Payne Furnace Company, Monrovia, California; the unit will be installed by Los Angeles, 734 E. Hyde Park Blvd., Inglewood, Calif.

Plumbite
Manufactured by the Plumbite Corporation, Hartford 10, Connecticut

Portland Cement
Manufactured by the Portland Cement Corporation, by Portland Cement Association, Chicago 5, Illinois

Pumice Aggregate
Crownite is exclusively distributed in California by the Blue Diamond Corp., Los Angeles; Pacific Coast Aggregates, Inc., San Francisco; Squires-Belt Materials Company, San Diego

Ramset Fastening System
Manufactured by Ramset Fastening System, Inc., 12117 Brea Road, Cleveland 11

Roto Electric Barbecue Spit
Manufactured by the Rotot Barique Company, 8470 Garfield Avenue, Bell Gardens, Calif.

Russwin Locksets
Manufactured by the Russell and Erwin Division of The American Hardware Corporation, New Britain, Connecticut

Ryerson Steel Products
West Coast Representative: R. C. Bolt, 1139 Meadowbrook, Altadena, California

Superfan Portable Fan
Manufactured by Superfan Portable Fan, 1945 North Central Avenue, El Monte, California

Superior Appliance
Manufactured by Superior Appliance Company, 4223 West Jefferson Boulevard, Los Angeles 16

Tambour Door
Manufactured by the Tambour Door Company, Inc., 12117 Berea Road, Cleveland 11

Union Electric Furniture
Manufactured by the Union Electric Company, 3071 East Twelfth Street, Los Angeles

Van-Packer Chimney
Manufactured by the Van-Packer Corporation, 209 South La Salle Street, Chicago 4

Western-Holly Appliance Company
Manufactured by Western-Holly Appliance Company, 8536 Hays St., Culver City
faith in a possible unity of apparently intractable elements into a new synthesis, but here, a careful distinction should be made between the true mystic and the creative worker. The mystic works gratuitously for revelation alone. The creative worker is predatory; he grabs the insight for a willed purpose. He is far less than divine and the old Promethean fire matching symbol seems very apt.

The calm of the moment of clarity should not be confused with merely the external calm of comfort or security. Personal danger, fear, illness, marital explosion and real sorrow can often run parallel to a pregnant "now." The romantic conception is to place oneself in a cause and effect ratio. A true interpretation is that any strong emotion necessarily pinpoints the mind by freeing it from its habitual distractions thus permitting the concentration necessary to perceive new structure. To this I would like to add that creative thinking can not be done in a test tube existence. It involves the total man in all his activities. All life, biological, to the social, to the sublimes, is the functioning of structure. The perception of structure, which appears to be the unique will of man, cannot be limited to the laboratory table or an easel. I believe that the wider the scope of perception the more pointed and forceful it becomes in a particular field. Thus a game of billiards and understanding your children is of the essential experience of plotting a growth pattern or painting a picture. Humanly, this period demands faith.

The moment of insight is nearly always brief and cannot be long sustained or cultivated but passes rapidly into the third phase where the insight releases the energy necessary to implement itself and give it flesh. It is in this third period that occurs the conventional white heat of inspiration which is, actually, the mad scramble to fit all the little pieces together in their new order. It is here that the professor becomes absentminded or barks at his wife and also it is where the new perception rises and bumps its head against the past and demands the wholehearted support of its creator. The new and unforeseen structure must be followed to its logical conclusions and the accumulated knowledge, craft and experience of the creator are called into play. I believe that one of the pitfalls of this phase is fear. Fear of logical conclusions that may appear illogical, fear of precedent or professional opinion. Humanly, this phase demands unquestioning labor and moral courage.

The most successful creative thinking would have all of these phase factors in high degree and it is no wonder that we often fail. How many times has preparation been inadequate, how many insights have we failed to accept at the time of insight, how many insights have we bungled through lack of courage or simple labor. In addition there is no ascertainable time cycle to these phases and often the solution for one problem intrudes itself into a subsidiary phase of a different problem. A peculiar virtue, besides patience, is demanded of the creative worker; it is an alertness toward the possibility of being surprised.

Curiously, no one asks us to be creative workers, we choose ourselves. Our true recompense is not perhaps in the practical success of our inventions which are always of temporary value historically, or in the heady wine that creative activity can sometimes be, but it is, I believe, in the inner conviction that creative activity gives homo-sapiens an additional reason to believe in the dignity of man.

AN ADDRESS GIVEN TO THE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF KEYTOP, PENNSYLVANIA.

SEATING ROOM ONLY
continued from page 31

in any comparable period in the world's history! Today one can have pliable, yielding, adjustable chairs! This is what we seek, of course, for if the truth be told, none of us will sit still. We shift, fidget, twist and turn. Resilience, "give," flexibility . . . these are the desired characteristics of a good chair . . . in addition to good looks, of course. But we disagree about whether a chair is or is not good looking much more often than we do about its comfort. Comfort doesn't involve taste.

This widespread urge towards comfort and towards relaxation while sitting is a relatively new phenomenon in human conduct. It appears to have arrived with central heating, tiled bathrooms, toasters and democracy. Aldous Huxley touches on the chair as a symbol of social changes in a rather amusing essay which reads
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You can make planned telephone facilities a part of your building plans so easily. And the popularity of conduit for concealed telephone wiring and conveniently located telephone outlets shows that clients like the extra finish they give to a new home. Appealing, too, is the fact that planned facilities allow them to change the position of their telephone, or add a new instrument later without mar­riong the beauty of their home with exposed wiring.

Just call Pacific Telephone's free Architects and Builders service. They’ll be glad to help you plan for better living tomorrow in the homes you are building today.

Put built-in telephone facilities in your plans

Pacific Telephone

Visually and Functionally Outstanding

specify

Miller sliding glass doors and windows

immediate delivery

specify

the best

Frank B. Miller Manufacturing Co., Inc.
3216 Valhalla Drive • Burbank, California

in part:

"In a well-made modern armchair you cannot do anything but loll. Now lolling is neither dignified nor respectful. When we wish to appear impressive, when we have to administer a rebuke to an inferior, we do not lie in a deep chair with our feet on the mantelpiece; we sit up and try to look majestic. Similarly, when we wish to be polite to a lady or show respect to the old or eminent, we cease to loll; we stand, or at least we straighten ourselves up. Now, in the past human society was a hierarchy in which every man was always engaged in being impressive towards his inferiors or respectful to those above him. Lolling in such society was utterly impossible. It was as much out of the question for Louis XIV to loll in the presence of his courtiers as it was for them to loll in the presence of their king."

"In the Middle Ages only the great had chairs. When a great man travelled, he took his chair with him, so that he might never be seen detached from the outward and visible sign of his authority. To this day, the Throne, no less than the Crown, is the symbol of royalty. In mediaeval times the vulgar sat, whenever it was permissible for them to sit, on benches, stools, and settles. With the rise, during the Renaissance period, of a rich and independent bourgeoisie, chairs began to be more freely used. Those who could afford chairs sat in them, but sat with dignity and discomfort; for the chairs of the sixteenth century were still very throne-like, and imposed upon those who sat in them a painfully majestic attitude. It was only in the eighteenth century, when the old hierarchies were seriously breaking up, that furniture began to be comfort­able. And even then there was no real lolling. Armchairs and sofas on which men (and, later, women) might indecorously sprawl, were not made until democracy was firmly established, the middle classes enlarged to gigantic proportions, good manners lost from out of the world, women emancipated, and family re­straints dissolved."
DECEMBER 1952

design idiom concurrently with industrialized expressions employing new technologies and new materials.

And so in conclusion it seems to me, when all is said and done, that despite the great fundamental challenges which this twentieth century faces in the realms of political science, international relationships, atomic energy, monetary tribulations—and what have you—at least on one segment of the front—our seating comfort—genuine headway is being made. Never have so many owed so much to so few for “sitting pretty.”

HOUSE BY WILLIAM ALEXANDER
continued from page 32

The flat roof, which cantilevers over the balcony and carport, will be of plywood and fire-resistant roofing finish, trimmed with aluminum banding. The actual floor supports spanning the three steel beams and cantilevering eight feet in each direction will be of 2” x 16” wood, 28’0” long over which will be placed a plywood floor with cork finish.

The space is divided into a sleeping-working area and a living-dining-cooking area. A 14-foot cooking wall, concealed from the living area by reed sliding panels from floor to ceiling, will house the kitchen equipment; all cabinet work will be of Japanese elm with a wide use of Formica for counters, splashback, as well as the faces of sliding cabinets. The cooking wall will incorporate a Thermador range and oven, sink, pulverator, dishwasher and refrigerator. The bathroom walls will be of Formica. The entire house will be electrically heated by Thermador and electrically served for utilities. The interior finishes are of redwood novoly for walls and pine novoly for ceilings with cork floors throughout.

The colors selected by the designer for furnishings and finishes will be olive, coral, butter, tobacco tones of the natural materials.

The estimated cost, including the inexpensive site, is expected to be between ten and eleven dollars per square foot.

PRODUCT LITERATURE
continued from page 15

素材; should be in all files.—Dept. AA-A, The Lennox Furnace Company, 974 South Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena.

• (143a) Combination Ceiling Heaters: Light: Comprehensively illustrated information, data on specifications new Nu-Tone Heat-a-lite combination heater-light; remarkably good design, engineering; prismatic lens over standard 100-watt bulb costs diffused lighting over entire room; heater forces warm air gently downward from Chromaloheat heating element; utilizes all heat from bulb, fan motor, heating element; uses line voltage; no transformer or relays required; automatic door opener control optional; ideal for bathrooms, children’s rooms, bedrooms, recreation rooms. UI-1 Unlisted; this product definitely worth close appraisal; merit specified CSHouse 1952–Nu-Tone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

• (827) Kitchen Ventilating Fans: Well illustrated 4-page folder featuring new Nu-Tone kitchen ventilating fans; wall ceiling types; more CFM than competitive models in same price range; only screw driver needed to install; quickly removable grille, lever switch, motor assembly rubber mounted; well designed; engineered; merit specified for CSHouse 1952.—Nu-Tone, Inc., Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

(34a) Accent and Display Lighting: Brochure excellently designed contemporary fixtures “Adapt-a-Unit” Swivelite fixtures; clean shapes, smart appearance, remarkable flexibility, ease of handling; complete interchangeability of all units, models for every type of dramatic lighting effects; includes recessed units; color equipment; information on this equipment belongs in all files.—Amplex Corporation, 111 Water Street, Brooklyn 1, New York.

(164a) Wallpapers: Information Katz-enbach and Warren latest “architectural” wallpaper collection. This sculpture wallcovering is a three-dimensional

LOOK AT THESE PLUS VALUES: Greater workability as stucco or concrete; virtually perfect waterproofness; no additives necessary; costs little more than standard Portland Cement.

Completely New MONOLITH WATERPROOF PLASTIC CEMENT
Get the full story from your building supply dealer or write to
MONOLITH PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
3326 San Fernando Road, Los Angeles 65, Calif., Cleveland 7-8211

“Monolith Waterproof is our choice for Stucco jobs!”

— has greater workability than any cement we’ve ever tried!

“HOLLYWOOD JUNIOR COMBINATION SCREEN and METAL SASH DOOR
The WEATHER-WISE DOOR!!
A VENTILATING SCREEN DOOR A SASH DOOR A PERMANENT OUTSIDE DOOR ALL 3 IN 1!

Monolithic parts for glass and metal screen doors offer a sturdy dependable door, constructed of quality materials. HOLLYWOOD JUNIOR’S EXCLUSIVE PATENTED BATTERIES have outmatched all-fashioned screen doors and other doors of its type entirely!

IT GUARANTEES YOU YEAR ROUND COMFORT, CONVENIENCE AND ECONOMY

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE A COMPLETE LINE OF SHUTTERS, C. O. C. DOORS, SCREENS, LOUVRES, LOUVRE DOORS

MONOLITH WATERPROOF CEMENT

West Coast Screen Co.
1145 E. 63rd St., Los Angeles, Calif.

WRITE FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE

PAINTS, SURFACE TREATMENTS

(16a) Wallpapers: Information Katz-enbach and Warren latest “architectural” wallpaper collection. This sculpture wallcovering is a three-dimensional
Thermolutor tames forced air heating
eliminates intermittent on-off heating...
provides soft, even, modulated heat flow
CARVELL HEAT EQUIPMENT CO.
1217 Temple St., Los Angeles, Calif.
MADison 9-1491 - T.M.

Merit Specified for
Case Study House 1952
by Craig Ellwood

PLPLYMOLITE
Translucent - fiberglas reinforced - Panels
FEATURED IN THE CALIFORNIAN HOME BY
THORNTON ABELL, AIA, OCTOBER 1952 ISSUE.
FLAT & CORRUGATED, VARIOUS SIZES & COLORS.
COMPLETE INFORMATION AVAILABLE.

PLYMOLD COMPANY
2707 Tulare
Burbank, California
Rockwell 9-1667

1500 ceramic lamps to choose from—
all one-of-a-kind...
all available for immediate delivery from
our shelves!

DESIGN-TECHNICS
47 East 29th Street, New York

E M S C O
CONCRETE CUTTING COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF PNEUMATIC TOOLS
COMPRESSED AIR CONTRACTORS
DRILL STEEL SHARPENED
TOOLS FOR RENT
DEPENDABLE SERVICE
2751 East 11th Street Los Angeles 23 ANgelus 3-4151

STEED BROS.
BUILDING CONTRACTORS
Office and Yard:
714 Date Avenue
Alhambra, California
Telephones:
Cumberbland 3-2701
ATlantic 2-3786

PLUMBING FIXTURES, ACCESSORIES
(55) Water Heaters, Electric: Brochure, data electric water heaters; good design.—Bauer Manufacturing Company, 3121 W. El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California.

SASH, DOORS AND WINDOWS
(522) Awning Windows: Brochure Gate City Awning Windows for homes, offices, apartments, hotels; controlled by worm and gear drive operating two sets of raising mechanisms distributing raising force to both sides of sash; provides ventilating screen door, sash door, permanent outside door all in one.—West Coast Screen Company, 1327 Southwest Third Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

(356) Doors, Combination Screen-Sash: Brochure Hollywood Junior combination screen-metal sash doors; provides ventilating screen door, sash door, permanent outside door all in one.—West Coast Screen Company, 1327 Southwest Third Avenue, Los Angeles, California (in 11 western states only).

SPECIALTIES
• (106a) Accordian-Folding Doors: Brochure, full information, specification data Modern fold accordion-folding doors for space-saving closures and room division; permit flexibility in decorative schemes; use no floor or wall space; provide more space; permit better use of space; vinyl, durable, washable, flame-resistant coverings in wide range colors; sturdy, rigid, quiet steel working frame; sold, serviced nationally; deserves closest consideration; merit specified CSHouse 1952.—New Castle Products, Post Office Box 825, New Castle, Ind.

• (116a) Packaged Chimmens: Information Van-Packaged chimmens; economical, saves space, hangs from ceiling or floor joists; installed in 3 man-hours or less; immediate delivery to job of complete chimney; meets FHA requirements; worth contacting; merit specified CSHouse 1952.—Van-Packager Corporation, 122 West Adams Street, Chicago 3, Illinois.

AN INVITATION TO CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS TO CHOOSE FROM OUR
WIDE SELECTION OF GIFTS IN EXCELLENT TASTE AT ALL PRICES

VAN KEPPEL-GREEN
9501 SANTA MONICA AT RODEO DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS • CALIFORNIA
CRESTVIEW 5-7821
BRADSHAW 2-1650
COLOR AND TEXTURE

FLOOR COVERINGS BY

KLEARFLAX

KLEARFLAX LINEN LOOMS, DULUTH, MINNESOTA

SHOWROOMS:
LOS ANGELES:
812 West 6th Street
SAN FRANCISCO:
Merchandise Mart
CHICAGO:
Merchandise Mart
NEW YORK:
295 Fifth Avenue